Since 1986 dividend imputation has influenced the ex-dividend day behaviour of Australian share prices. Between 1 April 1986 and 30 May 2004 the Government of the day introduced six major legislative amendments intent on improving the efficiency of the dividend imputation system. This paper explores the impact of dividend imputation, in its various forms, on ex-dividend share price adjustments. We find that only the most recent tax change, which provided full income rebates for unused franking credits, appears to have caused the market to put a statistically significant value on franking credits.
Introduction
The theory of arbitrage predicts that in perfect capital markets, with no transactions costs and no dividend imputation, the expected reduction in the price of a share on its ex-dividend day should equal the amount of the cash dividend. Under dividend imputation, shareholders receive a gross dividend, which is the cash dividend plus a franking credit, where the franking credit has the value of tax already paid on that income at the company level. It follows that in perfect capital markets with no transactions costs, the expected ex-dividend day share price drop-off should equal the size of the gross dividend. However, many studies have observed a price drop less than the size of the gross dividend (e.g., Lakonishok and Vermaelen (1986) ; Karpoff and Walking (1988) and Eades, Hess, and Kim (1984) ) and a variety of different theories have been proposed to explain this inefficient pricing (e.g., Heath and Jarrow (1988) and Michaely and Vila (1996) ).
Australia has been operating under a dividend imputation system since 1986. In this context it has been suggested that inefficient pricing may be due to franking credits being undervalued which, perhaps, was the motivation behind the implementation of six substantial tax regime changes between 1 April 1986 and 30 May 2004. These tax regime changes are discussed in Appendix A.
This paper considers the impact of cash dividends and franking credits on ex-dividend share price adjustments for companies and trusts whose primary listing is on the Australian Stock Exchange. We examine whether share prices adjust efficiently to reflect the full after-tax value of the gross dividend and discuss reasons why efficient pricing may not emerge, with a particular focus on the impact of the various tax regime changes on the valuation of franking credits.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic model and surveys the relevant literature on dividend dropoff effects. Section 3 provides the empirical specifications that we use to estimate dividend drop-off effects and develops various hypotheses that we subsequently explore. Results are presented in Section 4, while Section 5 concludes.
Theoretical Foundations
Our basic model builds on the seminal paper of Elton and Gruber (1970) and, like them, we shall assume that there is no stochastic uncertainty, that the costs of delaying or accelerating transactions (foregone interest) are ignored, and that transactions costs are zero. Under dividend imputation the natural focus of attention is the gross dividend, being the sum of the cash dividend and a franking credit. The franking credit, F , is
where D denotes the cash dividend per share, s denotes the proportion of dividend upon which Australian tax has been paid, and T c denotes the company tax rate. The gross dividend, G, is then
Economic efficiency requires that there is no opportunity to arbitrage between the cum-dividend and ex-dividend share prices, denoted P c and P x , respectively. So profit from selling a stock cum-dividend (π c ), must equal profit from selling the same stock ex-dividend (π x ). 1 Letting P 0 denote the price per share at which the share was purchased, T d the tax rate on ordinary income (including dividends), and T g the tax rate on capital gains, we see that
Therefore the no-arbitrage condition is
Rearranging this equation, we can define the gross drop-off ratio (GDOR) to be the price change at the ex-dividend date divided by the gross dividend. 2
There are two competing predictions from this model as to the expected behaviour of ex-dividend share price adjustments. The short-term trading 1 A similar analysis could be followed using the condition that the cost of buying the stock cum dividend (share price less the dividend net of income tax) equals the cost of buying ex dividend (share price plus the present value of additional capital gains payable). Under our assumptions the results will be identical.
2 Equally we can define a cash drop-off ratio (CDOR) as the ratio of the price change at the ex-dividend date to the cash dividend, viz.
hypothesis says that the ex-dividend event is dominated by short-term arbitrageurs whose short-term trading gains are taxed in the same way as dividend income. These arbitrageurs engage in trade around the ex-dividend day until the fall in the share price equals the size of the dividend, i.e. T d = T g and GDOR = 1. Conversely, the long-term trading hypothesis says that the ex-dividend event is dominated by long-term traders whose dividend income is taxed more heavily than capital gains, i.e., T d > T g and so GDOR < 1. For these traders, capital gains are valued more highly than dividends, and consequently the ex-dividend price drop-off is less than the size of the dividend. The relative merits of these two predictions must be determined empirically. The rest of this section explores the existing literature. Lakonishok and Vermaelen (1983) argued that dividend imputation systems increase the value of dividends relative to capital gains, which is specifically relevant to analyzing the long-term trading hypothesis. They estimated Canadian drop-off ratios before and after Canada's 1971 imputation tax reform. Despite an increase in the value of dividends relative to capital gains, they observed a permanent decrease in drop-off ratios following the tax change, contradicting the predictions of the long-term trading hypothesis, although some have argued that this result can be explained by their treatment of small dividend payments (see, for example, Booth and Johnston, 1984) . Poterba and Summers (1984) examined the behaviour of UK drop-off ratios before and after the introduction of a partial imputation system in 1973. They noted a permanent increase in the drop-off ratio after the introduction of partial imputation, which was consistent with the long-term trading hypothesis. Brown and Walter (1986) provided the first Australian study of the exdividend day behaviour of share prices. 3 Analyzing dividend events from 1973 to 1985, they reported an average drop-off ratio of 0.75, which was significantly less than unity. Although their results were consistent with the long term-trading hypothesis, they were hesitant to attribute this drop-off ratio to a tax differential. Instead they discussed the possible effect of institutional factors and transactions costs. Wood (1991) extended their findings, looking specifically at whether there was evidence to support the short-term trading hypothesis in Australian markets by examining the behaviour of arbitrageurs around the ex-dividend day, and concluded that arbitrage activity did not significantly affect the average drop-off ratios. Brown and Clarke (1993) analyzed the ex-dividend day behaviour of Australian share prices from 1973 to 1991. They estimated yearly average dropoff ratios on the ex-dividend day. To allow for the fact that some stocks are thinly traded and the market may not clear in a single day, they also estimated drop-off ratios over the period four days before the ex-dividend day to four days after the ex-dividend day. They observed drop-off ratios significantly less than one using both one day and four days either side of the ex-dividend event.
Brown and Clarke then examined the effect on drop-off ratios of the tax changes implemented during their sample period, with the most significant tax change being the implementation of a dividend imputation tax system in 1987. The dividend imputation system increased the value of dividends relative to capital gains, thus making dividends more attractive to investors. They predicted that this would lead to an increase in drop-off ratios but they found instead that drop-off ratios initially decreased after the introduction of the dividend imputation system, the same result observed by Lakonishok and Vermaelen (1983) in the Canadian data. They also observed a slight increase in drop-off ratios at the end of the sample, which led to the suggestion that the initial decrease was due to uncertainty about the value and effect of franking credits.
Several Australian studies have built upon Brown and Clarke (1993) . Bellamy (1994) found that stocks paying franked dividends have significantly higher average cash drop-off ratios (0.89) than stocks paying unfranked dividends (0.66). This is consistent with the idea that shareholders were attributing at least some value to the embedded franking credits. 4 Walker and Partington (1999) estimated gross drop-off ratios using data on contemporaneous cum-dividend and ex-dividend trades. That is, they calculated gross drop-off ratios using a sample of stocks that traded both cum-dividend and ex-dividend on the ex-dividend day on the grounds that such a data set would filter out noise caused by movements in the market and movements in individual stocks. They reported an average gross drop-off ratio of 1.23 for stocks paying fully franked dividends. Their estimates were significantly higher than those observed previously in the literature, but there is an argument that these estimates cannot be meaningfully compared to other studies. The market for cum-dividend shares traded on the ex-dividend day is usually very small, as evidenced by low trading volumes, and these markets are likely to be affected by specific clientele effects. In particular, the participants in these markets are typically stockbrokers, who are usually in the market only to facilitate clearing and settlement obligations with other brokers. Moreover, shares trading cum-dividend on the ex-dividend day are overwhelmingly high yield stocks, so the sample is not representative. Therefore, the estimates obtained using data from these markets may not be a useful reflection of relevant behaviour.
More recent literature has seen the tentative development of alternative hypotheses to explain why share prices fall less than the dividend amounts during the ex-dividend period. These new theories reject the long-term trading hypothesis and instead focus on market microstructure arguments. Bali and Hite (1998) argued that drop-off ratios are affected by the discreteness of stock prices. They suggested that the rounding down of prices causes the share price to fall by less than the size of the dividend. Alternatively, Frank and Jangannathan (1998) argued that because most traders are individual long-term traders and most transactions occur at the ask price cum-dividend and the bid price ex-dividend, the imbalance in transactions will cause the price to fall by less than size of the dividend.
Despite the development of these microstructure arguments, subsequent studies have supported the long-term trading hypothesis. Green and Rydqvist (1999) estimated drop-off ratios using Swedish lottery bonds, observing average drop-off ratios less than one. Similarly, Milonas, Travlos, Xiao, and Tan (2002) estimated drop-off ratios for taxable and non-taxable dividends in the Chinese stock market and reported results consistent with the long-term trading hypothesis. Elton, Gruber, and Blake (2003) revisited the earlier work of Elton and Gruber (1970) using data on closed-end managed investment funds. They rejected the market microstructure arguments, and using their selective sample, concluded that the ex-dividend day drop-off was most consistent with the long-term trading hypothesis. Bellamy and Gray (2004) considered the statistical issues of isolating the effect of the cash dividend and franking credit in the context of Australian data for the period 1995-2002. They focused on the high degree of multicollinearity in the data between the cash dividend and the franking credit. These two variables would be perfectly collinear except for instances of changes in corporate tax rates, instances where untaxed income is distributed such as from listed property trusts, and instances of foreign sourced company income that does not attract a tax credit for foreign paid taxes. They considered the effect of only one tax regime change, the 45 day change in 1997, and found that the gross drop-off ratio moved in the opposite direction to their prediction. This led them to conclude that cash dividends are fully valued and franking credits have zero value to the marginal investor.
This paper builds on these previous studies of ex-dividend day behaviour. Using a data set covering Australian listed securities from 1986 to 2004, this paper extends the literature by analyzing the impact of the six important tax regime changes, and by exploring how the market values dividends and their associated franking credits.
Empirical Specifications
In the long run we would expect the no-arbitrage condition (1) to hold but the impact of new information coming into the market, coupled with arbitrageurs inability to perfectly foresee this new information, means that for any dividend event it is only likely to hold with error. A useful representation of this situation is
where i is an index of the dividend event, n is the number of sample observations, and the short-and long-term trading hypotheses correspond to β 1 = 1 and β 1 < 1, respectively, where β 1 is the GDOR. 5 Observe that the standard assumption in the dividend drop-off ratio literature is to treat the cum-dividend price P c,i as a fixed regressor; see, for example, Brown and Clarke (1993) and Bellamy (1994) . 6 Models of the form (3) are typically troubled by the presence of heteroskedasticity and that is true in our data as well. One response to this problem is, of course, to simply estimate the model by OLS and to 'whitewash' the associated standard errors (White, 1980) . Alternatively, one might also postulate a model for the variance of i , σ 2 i and use an asymptotically more efficient feasible GLS (FGLS) estimator. Two examples encountered in the literature are σ 2 i = σ 2 G 2 i (Brown and Walter, 1986 ) and σ 2 i = σ 2 P 2 c,i (Brown and Clarke, 1993) . The approach adopted here is in a similar spirit with the FGLS estimator using weights from the auxiliary regression
where theˆ i are OLS residuals from (3) and W i is company size measured by market capitalization as a proportion of the All Ordinaries Index. 7 This latter variable is included to reflect the fact that larger companies are generally more frequently traded and operate across more diversified lines of business, consequently they may have lower variance in their disturbance terms. The model of equation (3) assumes that the cash dividend and the associated franking credit can be combined as a single gross dividend variable, G. However, there are reasons to suspect the market may not value equally a dollar of cash dividend and a dollar of franking credit. For example, some large classes of institutional investors, such as superannuation funds and foreign investors have limited ability to access Australian franking credits, and as a result these investors value franking credits less than cash dividends. Furthermore, up until 2000, investors were not entitled to an income tax rebate for unused franking credits. This meant that franking credits held no value once they exceeded an investor's tax liability, and were therefore less valuable than the cash dividend. To allow for differential market valuation of cash dividends and franking credits, we shall expand (3) to
5 There is, throughout this literature, an implicit assumption that β 0 = 0. 6 Aggregate movements up and down in the market are an element of noise in the data that must be taken into account; see, for example, Miller and Scholes (1982) . This is done by scaling the ex-dividend share price for the aggregate movement in the market. Thus
where P a x,i is the observed ex-dividend day share price and RI x,i is the rate of return on the All Ordinaries Index over the ex-dividend day. 7 This generic model for the disturbance variance is also used with models discussed subsequently. Tax rebate for unused franking credits β 1 , γ 2 both larger * Tax regime changes occur at 1 July in the specified years.
We will term γ 1 the cash drop-off ratio and γ 2 the franking credit drop-off ratio. In every instance γ 0 was found to be insignificantly different from zero at the 5% level. If the dividend imputation system is fully effective at crediting final investors with the value of income tax paid at the company level, then cash dividends and franking credits will be equally valued. This proposition can be examined by the testing the hypothesis that γ 1 = γ 2 . Indeed a rejection of this hypothesis suggests that the models based on gross drop-off ratios, as found in much of the literature, do not produce accurate estimates of the relative values of cash dividends and franking credits. Furthermore, if this hypothesis is rejected, then the separate drop-off effects of cash dividends and franking credits must also be considered. The proposition that cash dividends are fully valued can be examined by testing whether γ 1 = 1, and the proposition that franking credits are fully valued can be examined by testing whether γ 2 = 1. If the hypothesis that γ 1 = γ 2 is not rejected, then the short-term trading hypothesis can be retested against the long term-trading hypothesis by testing whether γ 1 = γ 2 = 1.
As we mentioned above, there are reasons why franking credits may not be fully valued. Therefore it is also useful to test a stronger proposition about the value of franking credits, namely that the marginal investor places no value on franking credits, which can be examined by testing whether γ 2 = 0.
With this framework in mind, recall that we are interested in examining the effects of the tax regime changes described in Appendix A. The likely impacts of these changes on the coefficients of models (3) and (4) are summarized in Table 1 . In order to allow for these potential structural breaks we shall extend our models to take the form
and
respectively, where j = 1, . . . , 7 indicates the tax regime in accordance with the scheme in Table 5 and
Results
All of the data used in this study was collected from the CommSec Share Portfolio database. The sample period is 1 April 1986 to 10 May 2004. Summary statistics, along with discussion of data manipulation, are presented in Appendix B.
Our results are reported as follows. Section 4.1 analyses estimated yearly gross drop-off ratios, cash drop-off ratios, and franking credit drop-off ratios. 8 Results are discussed in the context of hypotheses developed in the previous section in respect of equations (3) and (4). That is, our focus is on the respective valuations of cash dividends and franking credits. Section 4.2 builds on the conclusions of Section 4.1 and considers whether there were structural breaks caused by tax regime changes, and whether these results are consistent with the hypotheses and predictions summarized in Table 1 .
Interpretation of Estimated Drop-off Ratios
The discussion begins with estimated gross drop-off ratios, with the results summarized in Table 2 and Figure 1. 9 Table 2 is comprised of three panels of the estimated gross drop-off ratios together with their estimates standard errors. The first panel of estimates is based on all dividend events in the data set. Data are then segmented into two sub-samples, a sub-sample of dividend events where no franking credits are paid and a sub-sample that contains only partially or fully franked dividends. These results are reported in the second and third panels of Table 2. Figure 1 plots the estimated gross drop-off ratios for each of the three samples. Using data for all dividends in the sample, we see that, for each year in the sample, estimated gross drop-off ratios are significantly less than unity. This is evidence that long-term traders, who are taxed more heavily on dividend income than on capital gains, dominate the ex-dividend day market-pricing event. Furthermore, it suggests that marginal investors do not trade up to the point where all arbitrage profits are extracted from the theoretical value of the gross dividend. Looking at the sub-sample that contains only franked dividends, a similar story emerges, with estimated gross drop-off ratios significantly less than unity for each year of the sample. Moreover, the estimated gross drop-off ratios for this sub-sample are very close to those estimated for the complete sample, which is not surprising as stocks paying franked dividends numerically dominate the complete sample.
For the sub-sample of unfranked dividends, estimated gross drop-off ratios, which for this sample are the same as cash drop-off ratios, are not significantly less than unity in the period 1990-2003. This suggests that when no franking credit is attached to the dividend, marginal investors trade * indicates significantly less than unity at 5% level. # indicates significantly greater than zero at 5% level.
P 1 is the p-value from the F-test of H 0 : γ 1 = γ 2 . P 2 is the p-value for the F-test of γ 0 = 0, γ 1 = γ 2 = 1, given γ 1 = γ 2 .
up to the point where all potential arbitrage profits are extracted from the ex-dividend event. 10 The differences between the estimates of β 1 for franked and unfranked dividends provides evidence that markets do not fully value the franking credit component of dividends.
Segmentation of the sample is just one way to address the issue of how the market assigns value to franking credits. As discussed in Section 3, an alternative approach is to separate the cash and franking credit components of the gross dividend as modelled in (4). The results of FGLS estimation of (4) over the complete sample of dividends are reported in Table 3 and Figure 2 .
In the first year of imputation, 1987, and in the years following the introduction of a tax rebate for unused franking credits, 2002 to 2004, the drop-off ratios for the cash dividend and for the franking credit were not significantly 10 One might speculate that this is going to be an attractive strategy in a thin market where any volume of trade will tend to shift the price, although this remains a topic for another time. different from each other. This suggests that, at least in those periods, investors equally valued cash dividends and franking credits. However, the null hypothesis that these coefficients are jointly equal to one (γ 1 = γ 2 = 1) is rejected, providing further evidence that marginal investors do not trade up to the point where all excess arbitrage profits are extracted from the theoretical value of the gross dividend. In all the years 1988 to 2001, the estimated drop-off ratios for the cash dividend and the franking credit were significantly different from each other. This result strongly suggests that analysis based on the estimation of a single gross drop-off ratio is an inappropriate approach to understanding these market phenomena.
An important extension to this finding is that in the years 1987 to 1997, and in 2000, the impact of the franking credit on the ex-dividend day price change was not significantly greater than zero. This result suggests that the market placed no value on franking credits during most of the sample period, which is consistent with the findings of Bellamy and Gray (2004) , and, because investors undervalued franking credits, the gross drop-off ratios are driven below one.
If marginal investors do not value the franking credit for most of the sample, it is interesting to then focus on just the cash drop-off ratio. Under the hypothesis that the market placed no value on franking credits, (4) can be estimated assuming γ 2 = 0, and then the cash drop-off ratio is estimated by γ 1 . These results are shown in Table 4 .
Observe that from 1990 to 1993, and from 1995 to 2004, the cash drop-off ratio was not significantly less than one. In all the other years the estimated cash drop-off ratio was close to one in a qualitative sense, but the data allows us to reject the null hypothesis that that cash drop-off ratio was exactly one. This result is consistent with a variant of the short-term trading hypothesis that arbitrageurs extracted most of the value in the potential cash (non-tax) arbitrage.
Impact of Tax Regime Changes
One lesson from the previous section is that the valuation of franking credits appears to have changed with time. In this section we examine more carefully the notion of structural breaks arising as consequences of the tax regime changes reviewed in Appendix A. The discussion will focus around the test statistics reported in Table 5 , for gross drop-off ratios, and Table 6 , for franking credit drop-off ratios.
Tax Change 1988
The tax change in 1988 was expected to increase both the estimated gross drop-off ratio and the value of franking credits. Empirical results indicate that both the gross drop-off ratio and the franking credit drop off ratio fell from 1988 to 1989. However, comparing longer term trends in the drop-off ratios we see that, on average, the gross drop-off ratio was significantly larger over the 1989-1990 period than it was over the 1986-1988 period, whereas there was no statistically discernable difference between the average franking credit drop-off ratios over the two periods. This implies that the tax regime change had a significant impact on the gross-drop off ratio, but not on the value of franking credits. This is consistent with the results observed by Brown and Clarke (1993) .
Tax Change 1990
The 1990 tax change lead to the prediction that after July 1990, both the gross drop-off ratio and the franking credit drop-off ratio would decrease. Indeed this result was observed, however, tests suggest these changes were not statistically significant.
Tax Change 1991 After July 1991, the gross drop-off ratio and the franking credit drop-off ratio were predicted to fall. The empirical results show that the estimated drop-off ratio initially fell in 1992, as the theory predicts, but bounced around in the subsequent years. The estimated franking credit drop-off ratio followed a similar path, falling in 1992, but moving up and down in the following years.
Although the behaviour after 1992 appears inconsistent with the theory, there are other reasons why such results might be expected. As discussed in Appendix A, up until July 2000, investment returns of institutional investors significantly affected the market value of franking credits. Before tax refunds for unused franking credits were made available in 2000, investors receiving franking credits in excess of their tax payable could get no value for the unused franking credit. Hence, in years when the investment returns of large institutional investors were low, the tax liability of these institutional investors would be small or even negative, thus the value of (marginal) franking credits to these investors should have been zero. Similarly, when the investment returns of large institutional investors were high, the tax liability of these investors should have increased, hence the value of franking credits to these investors should have been large. Since institutional investors such as superannuation funds are big enough to influence market prices, it follows that the market value of franking credits, and therefore the franking credit drop-off ratio, will be influenced by the tax position of these institutional investors.
The investment market suffered considerable losses in the recession years 1990 to 1991 and slowly recovered through the middle of the 1990's. Since re- turns to large institutional investors were low during the early 1990s, franking credit drop-off ratios are expected to be low in this period. The investment market began to recover in the middle 1990's, and therefore the franking credit drop-off ratio should increase in this period. There is some mild evidence of this behaviour in the pattern of observed estimates of γ 2 . Franking credit drop-off ratios fell considerably in the years 1991 and 1992, and then slowly began to increase. However, the franking credit drop-off ratio was not significantly different from zero during the period 1992-1997, and a test for structural break between 1991 and 1992-1997 suggests that changes in the estimated franking credit drop-off ratio were not statistically significant.
Tax Change 1997 After June 1997, both the estimated franking credit drop-off ratio and the estimated gross drop-off ratio were expected to fall. The estimated gross drop-off ratios increased in both 1998 and 1999, while the estimated franking credit drop-off ratio increased in 1998 and fell in 1999. Although these results do not agree with the theory, they are consistent with Bellamy and Gray (2004) who also observed an increase in the value of franking credits after 30 June 1997. But as mentioned earlier, the two year legislative delay in implementing the June 1997 tax regime changes resulted in considerable uncertainty about the final form of the law. This delay likely muted the impact of the structural break so that the impact in any one given year is probably not large enough to detect. Tests for structural breaks between the periods 1992-1997 and 1998-1999 show that the estimated gross drop-off ratios and estimated franking credit drop-off ratios did not change significantly.
Tax Change 1999 The 1999 tax change lead to a prediction that the estimated gross drop-off ratio would decrease in 2000. Results show that the estimated gross drop-off ratio did decrease, falling from 0.7 in 1999 to 0.6 in 2000, which is consistent with the developed theory. However, the test for a structural break between 1998-1999 and 2000 suggests that the gross-drop-off ratio actually increased in 2000, which is inconsistent with the theory. However, tests for structural breaks suggest that the gross drop-off ratio was not significantly different between 2000 and 2001-2004. These results add strength to the argument that because investors did not value excess franking credits before the tax change in 2000, franking credits were significantly undervalued, and estimated gross drop-off ratios were relatively low. It follows that because investors could extract more value from franking credits after the tax change in 2000, both the franking credit drop-off ratio and the gross drop-off ratio permanently increased.
This final result, combined with the conclusions from Section 4.1, has an important practical interpretation. It suggests that the most recent tax regime change, that finally allowed a tax rebate on unused franking credits, significantly increased the value of franking credits to the marginal investor.
Conclusion
This paper analyses the ex-dividend behaviour of share prices in the Australian market from 1986 to 2004. We estimate the gross drop-off ratios, cash drop-off ratios and franking credit drop-off ratios, and considers how these ratios changed in response to changes in the tax regime.
Consistent with much of the literature, the empirical findings show that the gross drop-off ratios were significantly less than one over the entire sample period. This provided evidence that marginal investors in the form of arbitrageurs did not trade up to the theoretical value of the gross dividend. It was then found that cash drop-off ratios were consistently close to one, but the franking credit drop-off ratios were significantly less than one. Moreover, the franking credit drop-off ratios were not significantly different from zero for much of the sample data. This indicated that marginal investors did not value the franking credit, and provided an explanation as to why gross drop-off ratios less than one were observed.
The impacts of six tax regime changes were then considered. The effects of tax changes were found to be generally consistent with developed theory, but few statistically significant effects could be identified for most of the tax changes. Importantly, the year 2000 tax change that allowed for a tax rebate of unused franking credits was of special interest. This tax regime change permanently increased the value of franking credits to the marginal investor, and raised the estimated gross drop-off ratio. Remembering that the government introduced the dividend imputation system to remove the distortional effects of double taxation, this tax change resulted in more efficient market pricing mechanisms because it finally allowed the marginal investors to extract a substantial component of the benefit of the franking credit.
A Changes to the Dividend Imputation System: Australia 1988 -2000 In July 1988, superannuation funds, selected deposit funds, and friendly societies were for the first time required to pay income and capital gains taxes at a rate of 15 percent. To offset this impost, these three classes of investor also became eligible to use the franking credits system. 11 In addition, insurance funds of life assurance companies also became eligible to use the franking credits system. Since superannuation funds became for the first time liable for income tax and their tax liability could be reduced with franking credits, the prediction is that their demand for franking credits would rise. Similarly, insurance funds could now use franking credits to reduce their tax liability. In summary, both the gross drop-off ratio, β 1 , and the franking credit drop-off ratio, γ 2 , should have increased after July 1988.
1990 In 1990, taxation laws were introduced to stop companies allocating franking credits to those classes of shareholders who put the most values on franking credits. These so-called 'dividend streaming' provisions stopped companies issuing two classes of shares, one paying franked dividends and the other paying unfranked dividends. Under these streaming schemes, investors with low tax liability in Australia such as foreign investors or certain domestic institutions were given shares paying a higher cash dividend, but with no attached franking credits. Other amendments disallowed the use of franking debits that arose when companies bought back their own shares. Together these amendments further reduced the ability of investors to extract the full value of franking credits. Therefore after July 1990, both the gross drop-off ratio, β 1 , and the franking credit drop-off ratio, γ 2 , should have decreased.
1991 In August 1991, taxation laws were introduced that effectively excluded mutual life assurance companies from the dividend imputation provisions. These changes also provided for reduced franking credits and debits for non-mutual life assurance companies. 12 Also, additional provisions were enacted to exclude friendly societies and other registered organizations from the imputation system. As a result, both the gross drop-off ratio, β 1 , and the franking credit drop-off ratio, γ 2 , should have decreased after 30 June 1991.
1997 In May 1997, the Government announced two sets of measures to limit the use of franking credits. One set of measures that was made effective immediately, but not enacted until 1999, prevented franking credit trading by foreign companies or exempt entities. 13 These measures are known as the related payments rule. In a simplified example of such a transaction, an Australian investor borrows stock from a foreign investor and pays a borrowing fee. The borrowing fee incorporates a cost of funds, being forgone dividend income, plus a premium that effectively transfers part of the tax benefit of the domestic borrower back to the foreign investor. The second set of measures was made effective from July 1997, but also not enacted until 1999. Known as the holding period rule, these measures required that traders hold a share for 45 days around the ex-dividend date in order to gain entitlement to the franking credit. The holding period rule stopped investors from trading around the ex-dividend for the sole purpose of obtaining franking credits. Additional measures stipulated that upon receiving the franking credit, the investors could not fully hedge away their exposure to market risk. Investors seeking to claim franking credit had to remain at least 30 percent exposed to movements in the value of the underlying stock. This requirement is known as the 30 percent delta rule.
Both measures introduced in May 1997 reduced the capacity of important classes of investors to use franking credits, and so it should be expected that the demand for franking credits fell. Although these tax changes should have impacted the market from July 1997, there are reasons why the initial impact might have been small. Legislation supporting these tax changes was retrospective law, and was not enacted until two years after the announcement. The exact scope of the legislation was not known for a long while and there were technical difficulties deciding how the concept of a 30 percent delta rule was to be measured. However, the proposition that both β 1 and γ 2 should be smaller after 30 June 1997 can be examined.
1999 The most notable changes in capital gains tax laws occurred in September 1999, but were made effective from July 1999. Capital gains tax rates were significantly reduced for individuals and superannuation funds. The capital gains tax for individuals was reduced from a maximum of 47 percent to no more than 24.45 percent, and capital gains tax for superannuation funds was reduced from 15 percent to 10 percent. Against these benefits, price indexation for capital gains was frozen as of 30 September 1999. 14 These changes had the effect of significantly increasing the value of capital gains relative to dividends, thus the gross drop-off ratio, β 1 , should have decreased.
2000 In July 2000, individuals and superannuation funds became entitled to a tax refund for their excess or unused franking credits. Previously, when an individual or superannuation fund received franking credits above their payable tax, they were not entitled to any benefit from unusable credits.
While it seems likely that most personal investors would have been using their available franking credits, it is well known that many superannuation funds did not pay tax because they had excess franking credits. The July 2000 changes created real value in previously unused franking credits, creating an incentive for this large class of investors to actively seek franking credits. It is easy to see that this regime change should have increased the franking credit drop-off ratio, γ 2 , and thus increased the estimated gross drop-off ratio, β 1 .
B The Data
Data are for companies and trusts whose primary listing is on the Australian Stock Exchange. The data set has been filtered to remove all observations where the dividend payment, the corporate tax rate, the cum-dividend share price or the ex-dividend share price was not known. In practice, this filter removed only a small number of observations. Those observations that were removed had no unifying feature other than the missing data. It follows that this filter should have no significant impact on the estimation and results.
A second filter eliminated all cases where the market capitalization of a company was not reported, or where the weight of market capitalization in the All Ordinaries index was less that 0.03 percent. 15 It has been shown that the results of ex-dividend day studies are very sensitive to company events occurring close to the ex-dividend day. 16 Following Brown and Clarke (1993) , the data set was screened for any companies that changed their basis for quotation within 5 days either side of the ex-dividend day. Special dividend payments were also removed. Special dividends are an irregular distribution of excess cash reserves, and for this reason it is expected that prices may act behave inconsistently around special dividend payments.
Finally, data from the extremely volatile month of October 1987 was removed. The history of the Australian share market suggests that price volatility in that month was the highest measured over the past 100 years. The presence of the October 1987 data in this sample could distort interpretation of results. After sorting, the data set contains 5511 ordinary dividend events from 1 April 1986 to 10 May 2004. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 7 .
In Section 4.1 we estimate gross drop-off ratios on the basis of various sub-samples of the data. The sizes of each of these sub-samples are given in Table 8 . 15 Although market capitalization alone is not critical to the analysis, companies with very small market capitalizations tend to be rarely traded on the stock exchange. Therefore the market pricing mechanisms for firms with small market capitalizations are not efficient, and the price changes on the ex-dividend date will be an unreliable measure of true scarcity. The cut-off figure of 0.03 was suggested by Andrew Poppenbeck, the manager of CommSec Share Portfolio Database. 16 Black and Scholes (1974). 
